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Does the Pandemic Stop Infrastructure Progress in 

Indonesia?1 
4 Quick Findings on Infrastructure Projects in 2020 

 

 

Indonesia Corruption Watch analyzed infrastructure tenders in 2020 to understand how the country has 
been performing against the national infrastructure plan during the pandemic. ICW applied OCP’s OCDS 
& OC4IDS indicators and red flags indicators and this is what they discovered: 
 
State-Owned Enterprises are the biggest beneficiaries of government infrastructure contracts with the 
majority of tender duration carried out within approximately 1 month.  
 
From the information accessibility, they found that tender description was not clear - making it difficult for 
new business to understand what the government is looking for and for the public to monitor this process 
ie. over 70% of tenders did not have enough description on their tenders and more than 80% have very 
short tender titles. This is reflected in the participation of new suppliers with only less than 8% of the total 
contracts being given to new suppliers.  

 
This analysis is carried out per datasets available by January 2021. Some datasets may be updated by procurement agencies after the 

research is carried out and not captured in this analysis. Some figures (tenders, projects, tender value, etc) on this blog may vary based 

on data capture date. Please check our detailed report for a better picture. We encourage you to check our infrastructure dashboard 

for the most recent datasets.  

Corruption Risks On Infrastructure Projects  

The world needs a total of US$97.5 trillion worth of investments to meet the growing needs of 

infrastructure (GIH). As of 2017, there is a US$18 trillion infrastructure investment gap that we need to 

solve. The need to drive investment in infrastructure has never been higher and we need everyone to 

squeeze the investment to close the efficiency gaps. Unfortunately, IMF found that there is 30% efficiency 

gap between the amount of money spent and the coverage and outputs of infrastructure delivered. This 

means that vital, life-changing infrastructure is not being delivered to citizens.  

 

A survey by the Global Infrastructure Hub in 2019 shows that 97% of investors believe that 

environmental, social, and governance factors are important considerations in infrastructure procurement 

decisions. So there is a critical need to make sure all related stakeholders agree to carry out a whole life-

cycle of openness on all public infrastructure projects - from planning, procurement to delivery. 

Infrastructure related procurement also has unique characteristics with having multiple actors, multiple 

levels, and multiple levels of coordination where those coordination might happen in siloed and 

fragmented places with no joined up approaches or coordination. Infrastructure projects are complex and 

difficult to compare like for like which leads to making it harder to spot anomalies and to benchmark costs. 

In goods and services, lower prices might be a good thing but in infrastructure projects, lower prices are 

often a bad sign. We need now, more than ever, infrastructure contracts that are ‘open-by-design’ to help 

overcome these challenges so that multiple actors can better coordinate and work together.  

 

In Indonesia, there is a disparity of the infrastructure development between the eastern part and the 

western part of the country where 80% of national economic growth is attributed to the western part. 
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https://antikorupsi.org/en/article/a-decade-of-eprocurement-in-indonesia
https://www.open-contracting.org/resources/using-it/
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Vo6-Jis-J61PB_33QQx1YKnmQnI7M4rTq6CTMckAFsE/edit#gid=0
https://www.open-contracting.org/resources/red-flags-integrity-giving-green-light-open-data-solutions/
https://antikorupsi.org/en/article/a-decade-of-eprocurement-in-indonesia
https://opentender.net/dashboard/infrastructure
https://cdn.gihub.org/outlook/live/methodology/Global+Infrastructure+Outlook+factsheet+-+June+2018.pdf
https://cdn.gihub.org/outlook/live/methodology/Global+Infrastructure+Outlook+-+July+2017.pdf
https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2015/09/28/04/53/sonew061815a
https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2015/09/28/04/53/sonew061815a
https://www.gihub.org/articles/do-we-need-private-investment-to-fund-recovery/
https://thediplomat.com/2017/05/solving-indonesias-infrastructure-gap/
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According to the Global Competitiveness Report 2016-2017, Indonesia ranks 60th overall out of 138 

countries in infrastructure. This is not a surprise - an archipelagic nation can only strive if the 

transportation infrastructure is well developed - a challenge that the country continues to solve. President 

Joko Widodo has made infrastructure development as one of his administration’s key focuses since 2014. 

However, the government can only afford to finance 30% of the  infrastructure projects - requiring private 

funding to close this gap. With shortage of funding at the global level - only those countries with good and 

transparent infrastructure projects will gain interest from the business community.  

 

But the nations’ big size makes it difficult to carry out reform rapidly. In his first term, Jokowi mandated all 

procurement methods including infrastructure development with a public budget to undergo an e-

procurement process. The Ministry of Public Works and Public Housing, the ministry responsible for 

managing infrastructure development, only was able to join the national e-procurement system in 2016 - 6 

years after the national e-procurement system was established. Progress takes time - something that the 

country can’t afford that much.  

 

Indonesia Corruption Watch (ICW) did an analysis to get more insights on general issues in infrastructure 

procurement and whether the government has done a sufficient job to address the concerns of 

accountability to build trust of those private investors.  

 

One of the highlights is there is  little access to information that deeply affects market entrance to go 

beyond the usual suspects - in Indonesia’s case: the big State-Owned Enterprises.   

With Indonesia as the lead of G20 pushing for digital transformation, this lack of information is certainly a 

concern.  

 

Vague information does not only stop new vendors to participate but also public agencies themselves to 

monitor whether they get better offers from those participating in the bidding ie. Almost 70% of tender do 

not have adequate information on their tender description - limiting only those who are used to joining 

public procurement and potentially have previous experience to assess whether or not they would / could 

join public tender.  

 

Another problem would be there is still 10% of procurement projects that only begin quite late in the last 

quarter of the fiscal year - these are often perceived as a last-minute attempt to spend allocated budget 

and tend to be executed with little planning or due process. That process would put a lot of burden on 

suppliers to complete any complex infrastructure projects in such a short period of time and may affect 

the quality of public service that the citizens would receive.  

 

These findings also highlight the areas that are under-researched ie. tracking on how the money was 

spent and whether or not both the primary contractor and subcontractors are being paid on time and how 

there is no data on bidder data and subcontractors of infrastructure projects - making it difficult to unpack 

the problems.  

 

Details 

 

Based on ICW's research, construction works have always dominated the state's large expenditures in 

the past decade - it can be seen from the 98.75 percent of the contract value of the top 10 vendors in 

2011-2020 is from construction works. At the start of the pandemic in 2020, the construction work was put 

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/GCR2016-2017/05FullReport/TheGlobalCompetitivenessReport2016-2017_FINAL.pdf
https://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2020/08/18/indonesia-must-derisk-its-infrastructure-projects-to-attract-foreign-investors-amid-crisis-infrastructure-asia.html
https://nasional.kompas.com/read/2014/05/15/0705215/Ini.Visi.Misi.Jokowi.kalau.Jadi.Presiden.?page=all
http://pu.go.id/
https://antikorupsi.org/en/article/a-decade-of-eprocurement-in-indonesia
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on hold and resumed in 2021 with 148%  increase. In order to recover from the pandemic and make sure 

that the state budget is spent efficiently with the highest value for money, there is a need to ensure that 

the budget spent is in line with the performance of infrastructure development to avoid experience in 2019 

where infrastructure projects underperformed with only 46% of 223 national strategic projects plan were 

achieved.  

 

We also found a data gap for subcontractors involved in infrastructure projects affecting limitation of 

market competition and potential involvement of MSMEs. Another unique challenge to Indonesia is that 

State-Owned Enterprises is excluded from the public procurement rules since 2018 making it more 

challenging to get clearer picture on how these SOEs carry out their procurement activities.  

 

 
Infrastructure Budget 2016-2021 

Source: Kata Data, Ministry of Public Works and Public Housing, Ministry of Finance (2021) 

There was an increase of 50% corruption cases in infrastructure projects from 2015-2018, In those 3 years, 

ICW monitored 564 corruption cases related to infrastructure with an estimated total state loss of IDR 3.31 

trillion (USD 230 million) from the analysis of the Supreme Audit.  

 

 

Increasing Corruption Trend in the Infrastructure Sector 2015-2018 

Source: (ICW processed by Katadata) 

https://databoks.katadata.co.id/datapublish/2021/08/16/terbesar-dalam-enam-tahun-anggaran-infrastruktur-capai-rp-4174-triliun-pada-2021
https://kppip.go.id/proyek-strategis-nasional/
https://kppip.go.id/proyek-strategis-nasional/
https://databoks.katadata.co.id/datapublish/2021/08/16/terbesar-dalam-enam-tahun-anggaran-infrastruktur-capai-rp-4174-triliun-pada-2021
https://lokadata.beritagar.id/chart/preview/pemetaan-korupsi-menurut-sektor-pada-infrastruktur-dan-non-infrastruktur-tahun-2018-1556536652
https://databoks.katadata.co.id/datapublish/2019/10/21/korupsi-infrastruktur-2015-2018-semakin-meningkat
https://databoks.katadata.co.id/datapublish/2019/10/21/korupsi-infrastruktur-2015-2018-semakin-meningkat
https://databoks.katadata.co.id/datapublish/2019/10/21/korupsi-infrastruktur-2015-2018-semakin-meningkat
https://databoks.katadata.co.id/datapublish/2019/10/21/korupsi-infrastruktur-2015-2018-semakin-meningkat
https://databoks.katadata.co.id/datapublish/2019/10/21/korupsi-infrastruktur-2015-2018-semakin-meningkat
https://databoks.katadata.co.id/datapublish/2019/10/21/korupsi-infrastruktur-2015-2018-semakin-meningkat
https://databoks.katadata.co.id/datapublish/2019/10/21/korupsi-infrastruktur-2015-2018-semakin-meningkat
https://databoks.katadata.co.id/datapublish/2019/10/21/korupsi-infrastruktur-2015-2018-semakin-meningkat
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In Indonesia, the Ministry of Public Works and Public Housing manages the majority of the construction but 

they are not not the only government agency who carry out construction works. Our research on 10 years 

of procurement tender data shows that the Ministry of Public Works ranked as the agency with the highest 

market competition in 2020. We then dived deeper into the 2020 data visualisation on construction tenders 

beyond the Ministry for Public Works and Public Housing to better understand the situation.   

The infrastructure dashboard developed in April 2021 helped our analysis on infrastructure tender carried 

out in 2020. The dashboard was developed with the 3 (three) OCP guidelines: OC4IDS use cases; OCDS 

Redflags Mapping; and OCDS Use-Case Guide.  

The quick findings 

1. State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs) dominating the Indonesian construction project 

 

Opentender associates a market with each government agency. Based on that definition, we found that, in 

aggregate number, more than half of infrastructure projects (53.9%) in all government agencies natoinal 

and subnational have a low-market concentration, however the highest maket concentration can be found 

7.5% of government agencies in 2020 with more than HHI value over 4,000. In general, a market 

concentration with HHI value higher than 2,500 is considered to be highly concentrated.   

 
 Market Concentration for Construction Work in 2020 

Source: Opentender.net 
 

Focusing on the top 10 primary construction work suppliers in 2020, we manually tracked them and found 

that 4 out of them are State-Owned Enterprises. This tracking finding also resonates with the findings where 

almost all of the suppliers (9 out of 10) who are getting the biggest contract value in 2020, across all types 

of procurement including goods & services nation-wide, are also SOEs. However, despite the large amount 

of public contracts won by state-owned enterprises, the quality of the projects is questionable.  

https://antikorupsi.org/en/article/a-decade-of-eprocurement-in-indonesia
https://antikorupsi.org/en/article/a-decade-of-eprocurement-in-indonesia
https://opentender.net/dashboard/infrastructure
https://opentender.net/dashboard/infrastructure
https://opentender.net/dashboard/infrastructure
https://opentender.net/dashboard/infrastructure
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Vo6-Jis-J61PB_33QQx1YKnmQnI7M4rTq6CTMckAFsE/edit#gid=0
https://www.open-contracting.org/resources/red-flags-integrity-giving-green-light-open-data-solutions/
https://www.open-contracting.org/resources/red-flags-integrity-giving-green-light-open-data-solutions/
https://www.open-contracting.org/resources/using-it/
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/h/hhi.asp
https://opentender.net/dashboard/national/
https://opentender.net/dashboard/national/
https://www.cnbcindonesia.com/news/20211016165648-4-284407/jengkelnya-jokowi-ternyata-bumn-sembrono-garap-proyek
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Top 10 Procurement with the Highest Contract Value in 2020 

Source: Opentender.net 

 

There are 159,308 construction companies in Indonesia including small, medium, and large enterprises.  

However, as State-Owned Enterprises dominate the biggest contracts throughout the country, it means that 

many small and large private construction companies are missing out on the benefit in  Indonesia’s grand 

plan of infrastructure development during Jokowi’s administration. An adjustment shall be made to 

accommodate the newest national regulation passed in 2021 that mandated all public agencies to allocate 

40% of its budget to Micro Small Medium Enterprises (MSMEs), - including infrastructure projects. There is 

a gap in data availability that even though the government requires vendors to include their subcontractors 

in their proposal, currently there is no system that measures whether or not a construction vendor works 

with subcontractors and/or whether their subcontractors have good track record in other regions in 

Indonesia.  

 

This also means that there is a need to improve outreach to new business to have greater vendor 

participation on infrastructure tender. In 2020, there were only 5,012 new suppliers (13.6%) winning 

contracts for the first time nationwide, winning a total of IDR 14 trillion (USD 964 million) (7.9%) of the total 

infrastructure projects in total. There is still no analysis/insights as to why new businesses are not 

participating in the bidding and/or winning contracts.  

https://www.bps.go.id/indicator/4/216/1/banyaknya-perusahaan-konstruksi.html
https://jdih.lkpp.go.id/regulation/peraturan-presiden/peraturan-presiden-nomor-12-tahun-2021
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The supplier winning the highest valued infrastructure contract in 2020 is SINO ROAD AND BRIDGE 

GROUP CO., LTD (SRBGC) - a Chinese company that formed a coalition with 2 other SOEs. From our 

manual tracking, we found that this coalition was formed for the first time in 2020. However, SRBGC did 

not have a good track record. In 2017, it won the Manado-Bitung Toll Road project in North Sulawesi where 

the work carried out was not in accordance with the target. The physical realization was only 13.47% of the 

agreed 26.06% - showing that only half of the agreed work has been completed. The toll road construction 

was also problematic due to late payments to subcontractors. This also means that there may need to be 

an oversight process that links past performance to future planning in construction tenders. This is to ensure 

that the suppliers who won public contracts are the best quality of suppliers. Currently, integrating vendor 

performance on tender evaluation process only applies to blacklisted companies who will automatically be 

excluded from the selection process when they are actively being blacklisted.  

2.  One month of tendering process 

Half of the construction tenders were carried out between 0-35 calendar days. But we also found that nearly 

1 in 5 construction tenders were canceled - totaling 9,478 out of 48,202 tenders. For an open and 

competitive tendering, that duration could be considered short notice limiting participation for new vendors.  

 

 
Percent of Canceled Tenders in 2020 

Source: Opentender 
 

Days Between Tender Start Date and Award Date in 

2020 

Source: Opentender 

 

 

On the other hand, we also found that there were almost 20% canceled tenders (9,478 tenders) in 2020. 

This is a significant number for construction projects and may have put a strain on the resources and time 

allocation for procuring entities to re-publish the tender. This would also push further the timeline and may 

cause lower quality of public services if tender cancellation keeps repeating.  

Unfortunately, the cause of tender cancellation could not be analysed due to the lack of data quality. The 

current available data is only in unstructured text format where most of the information is incomplete / 

empty. The lack of category in the reasons for a tender being canceled pose challenges in further analysis.  

 

https://opentender.net/participant/03.266.148.0-053.000?name=SINO%20ROAD%20AND%20BRIDGE%20GROUP%20CO.,%20LTD
https://opentender.net/participant/03.266.148.0-053.000?name=SINO%20ROAD%20AND%20BRIDGE%20GROUP%20CO.,%20LTD
https://opentender.net/participant/03.266.148.0-053.000?name=SINO%20ROAD%20AND%20BRIDGE%20GROUP%20CO.,%20LTD
https://opentender.net/participant/03.266.148.0-053.000?name=SINO%20ROAD%20AND%20BRIDGE%20GROUP%20CO.,%20LTD
https://properti.kompas.com/read/2017/11/14/091818221/basuki-bakal-tendang-kontraktor-tol-manado-bitung-asal-china
https://properti.kompas.com/read/2017/11/14/091818221/basuki-bakal-tendang-kontraktor-tol-manado-bitung-asal-china
https://www.manadoterkini.com/2017/10/52932/subkon-proyek-tol-keluhkan-sikap-pt-sino-road-and-bridge-group-co-ltd-dan-pt-hutama-karya/
https://www.manadoterkini.com/2017/10/52932/subkon-proyek-tol-keluhkan-sikap-pt-sino-road-and-bridge-group-co-ltd-dan-pt-hutama-karya/
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3. Information on tender is lacking 

For more vendors to be able to participate in the infrastructure projects and for the public to monitor the 

process, tenders should have more detailed information. However, we found that less than 1% of 

infrastructure tender in 2020 provided enough detail in its tender description (more than 240 characters).  

 

The majority of tenders (80%) have titles less than 80 characters (approximately 8 words) and 68% of 

tenders provide less than 60 characters (approximately 6 words) in their tender descriptions. This lack of 

information can reduce the opportunity not only for vendors to be able to participate in the public 

procurement process but also for the public to help monitor infrastructure projects.  

 

 
Percent of Tenders with Fewer than 20 Characters in Title in 2020 

Source: Opentender 

 

Percent of Tenders with Fewer than 60 Characters in the Description iin 2020   
Source: Opentender2 

 

The lack of information is not only about the information in tender or title or description. In infrastructure 

projects, public agencies usually split the projects based on an annual plan and sometimes will have 1 big 

project split into several stages or based on different areas/locus.  A physical construction project 

sometimes would also be accompanied by consultancy tender ie. to provide infrastructure planning, design, 

etc. There is no common identifier that unites these tenders together to provide a more holistic view and 

analysis to know who is involved in the whole project from start to finish.  

 

4. 25% of Infrastructure Tender is High Risk  

Opentender, which considers both contract values below 80% and above 99% as high risk,  identified 25% 

of the infrastructure award value in 2020 with a red flag. 

                                                
2 Opentender. Accessed on 13 January 2021 

https://opentender.net/dashboard/infrastructure#Integritas%20Publik
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Percentage of Difference between Award Value vs Tender Value in 2020 

Source: Opentender 

 

Procurement projects that only begin quite late in a fiscal year are often perceived as a last-minute attempt 

to spend allocated budget and tend to be executed with little planning or due process. In this regard, we 

found that 1 in 10 of tenders were announced in the 4th quarter of 2020 (October, November, December) 

making a construction project have to be completed in less than 3 months. These tenders were single year 

contracts (not multi-year) and are not part of the advance planning for next year’s budget. That puts a lot 

of burden on suppliers to complete any complex infrastructure projects in such a short period of time and 

may affect the quality of public service that the citizens would receive.  

 

What’s Next?  

While the low market concentration in infrastructure projects gives a false sense of competition. When 

digging deeper, we found problematic findings such as low rate of new suppliers participation which can be 

caused by lacking clear information on tender, and with a quarter of them having less than 3 months 

implementation duration.  

 

There are more layers on infrastructure-related projects that could and should be investigated further. 

However, lack of data availability, disclosure, and quality puts a challenge on data-driven analysis. We 

recommend the following points to related stakeholders to enable a more transparent, accountable 

construction project delivery so Indonesian citizens can receive the best quality of public services: 

● More and better data on bidders for infrastructure projects - including subcontractors. Having this data 

will provide a more holistic view on competition and market concentration as well as a better picture 

on whether private sectors outside State-Owned Enterprises have been bidding but not winning 

contracts or whether they have never participated at all in the process.  

● Further analysis on infrastructure projects from non-tender data to enable whether there are more new 

suppliers registered in other procurement methods. This is also to capture a more holistic view of 

whether tender duration needs to be adjusted to the current market 

● Once a clearer picture on participation on construction projects are captured, we also recommend 

further analysis private construction companies on their experience (or lack thereof) on participating 

in public bidding  

● Integration of data analysis on the evaluation system for better future planning especially for past 

vendors who did not complete their projects as agreed in the contract ie. publication on SIKAP (vendor 

https://sikap.lkpp.go.id/
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management system), dava availability improvement related to implementation phase such as 

progress report, project delivery, handover report, etc.  

● More advanced planning (tender in the first quarter) is required to reduce the number of construction 

tenders carried out in the last quarter of the year.  

● We also recommend for agencies in charge of construction work to improve tender notices with clearer 

description and title complemented with better and systemic announcement of tender notices.  

● Publication of more structured better quality data and category in the reasoning for canceled tenders. 

Having the data better structured will enable us to further investigate the reasons for the canceled 

tenders and how to prevent it in the future. 

● Create a common identifier for every infrastructure project from start-to-finish, including all types of 

procurement methods. 

 

ICW will continue to work on monitoring infrastructure related tenders in the future. We plan to develop a 

joint-approach with the National Public Procurement Agency to focus on monitoring infrastructure projects 

engaging broader citizens as part of our strategy in public monitoring.  

 

You may also find the following resources relevant: 

● ICW detailed 2020 Infrastructure data-use report here 

● Details of 10 years procurement analysis by ICW  

● Data-use story on how the opentender.net s ite helps spot shady government spending 

● A story from 10 years of collaboration between Indonesian government and civil society as 

partners in crime prevention 

 

 

https://antikorupsi.org/en/article/a-decade-of-eprocurement-in-indonesia
https://antikorupsi.org/en/article/a-decade-of-eprocurement-in-indonesia
https://antikorupsi.org/en/article/a-decade-of-eprocurement-in-indonesia
https://www.open-contracting.org/2021/07/19/opentender-net-the-site-helping-indonesians-spot-shady-government-spending/
https://www.open-contracting.org/2022/04/27/a-partnership-for-better-procurement-how-civil-society-and-government-worked-together-to-open-up-public-contracts-in-indonesia/
https://www.open-contracting.org/2022/04/27/a-partnership-for-better-procurement-how-civil-society-and-government-worked-together-to-open-up-public-contracts-in-indonesia/
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